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Abstract.  The outdoor measurements of both a single-cell and a 4-cell CPV modules reaching, respectively, maximum 
peak efficiencies of 36.0% and 34.8% (both corrected @Tcell=25ºC) are presented. This is the result of the joint effort by 
LPI and Solar Junction to demonstrate the potential of combining their respective state-of-the-art concentrator optics and 
solar cells. The LPI concentrator used is a Fresnel Köhler(FK), which is an advanced nonimaging concentrator using 4-
channel Köhler homogenization, based on a primary Fresnel lens and a free-form secondary glass lens. Solar Junction’s 
cell is a triple-junction solar cell with the A-SLAMTM architecture using dilute-nitrides.  
INTRODUCTION 
The one fact that draws more attraction to High 
concentration photovoltaics (HCPV) as a real 
alternative for electricity generation is the high 
efficiency of the concentrators solar cells. A group of 
companies and institutions including Soitec and 
Fraunhofer ISE holds the current world record 
efficiency, with a four-junctions (4J) prototype cell 
attaining 44.7% conversion efficiency, at a 
concentration of 297× [1].Solar Junction manufactures 
a commercial cell with its A-SLAMTM lattice matched 
architecture reaching efficiencies beyond 44% at a 
much higher concentration (947×) [2]. This efficiency 
nearly doubles that of the best commercial 1-sun 
silicon solar cells, and there is a clear path for further 
efficiency improvements by increasing the number of 
junctions. However, to take full advantage of this high 
efficiency, these cells must be combined with 
concentrator optics that provide the required high 
concentration with a high optical efficiency and 
sufficient tolerances (reflected in the concentrator 
acceptance angle) to keep the cost low and the 
efficiency high at the real world array level. 
Additionally, the concentrator must also provide good 
spatial and spectral homogeneity of the cell 
illumination for the three junctions, which is an aspect 
that has been probably underestimated so far [3]. 
The FK concentrator [4] enables all these 
performance features without giving up simplicity: it is 
still a system based on easy-to-manufacture Fresnel 
lens primary optic and a lens-type secondary optic, 
both compatible with mass production. The 
outstanding performance of the FK has been 
demonstrated by means of several tests [5] and the 
technology is commercially available since 2012. 
During the past few months, LPI and Solar 
Junction have been collaborating to design and 
manufacture a proof-of-concept prototype to 
demonstrate that very high module efficiencies can be 
obtained by combining their optics and cells 
technologies, and that this can be achieved with both 
very high concentration and high acceptance angle. 
The work and tests results gathered along one year 
with two different prototypes (a monomodule, 
comprising one single cell, and a module, comprising 
four cells) will be detailed along the text. 
CONCENTRATOR MODULE DESIGN 
There are two main components in a CPV module: the 
solar cell and the optical train. In order to tackle an 
upper bound performance, the optical design needs to 
consider all spectral features of both the sunlight and 
the solar cell response, junction by junction. 
The goal is on the one hand to collect a short 
circuit photocurrent Isc out of the concentration as high 
as possible and on the other to assure the IV curve of 
the power delivered has a high Fill Factor FF. The 
first goal can be achieved by designing the optical 
surfaces and selecting the type of materials such that 
the optical losses (mostly Fresnel reflections and 
absorption in a system like the FK) are reduced to a 
minimum in the entire range of wavelengths linked to 
all the three junctions, or at least in the spectral range 
of junctions that tend to limit the output (Top and 
Middle junctions in most 3J solar cells).  
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